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The current domestic financial planning market develops rapidly， and its  
competition is becoming increasingly fierce. By the end of 2006， with the end of 
the protection period of the Chinese domestic banking sector and the full open of the 
RMB personal financial business to the foreign banks， those foreign banks have 
also joined in the competition of this emerging domestic financial planning market， 
and the market in high-end has become the focus of the foreign banks’ strategy. In 
the face of these challenges， the large state-owned commercial banks， including 
Bank of China， should complete their transitions from the planned-economy system 
to the market-economy system， and restructure the fundamental understanding of 
the importance of marketing. This thesis sets on the increasingly competitive 
background of the financial planning market. On the basis of the profound analysis 
of the situation of Bank of China and the integration of the experience from the 
advanced international wealth-management banks， with the analytical methods 
combined by both theory and practice， the marketing strategy of Bank of China on 
personal financial planning is studied in this thesis to provide decision-making 
information. 
In this thesis, the STP marketing strategy of personal financial planning for 
Bank of China is analyzed. Its product strategy、service marketing strategy、
differentiated service strategy、customer relationship management strategy、internal 
marketing strategy、CIS strategy、banks’ brand strategy、network marketing strategy 
are also discussed. And the ways of the management of financial planning marketing 
for bank of China are suggested. 
The feature of the thesis is the application of modern marketing theory to the 
financial planning marketing strategy of Bank of China. Bank of China conducts 
RMB and foreign currency, transacts in the domestic and international markets, and 
has the advantages of the global channel network and exchange rate information. So 














banks. Relying on these advantages, through the effective combination of RMB、
foreign currency、precious metal products and the integrated use of swap、forward、
future、option and other financial instruments, Bank of China can better help its 
financial planning customers forecast and control market risks. Therefore, Bank of 
China, whose marketing strategy and customer structure of financial planning are 
quite different from the other commercial banks, should focus on extending the 
market of international investors and foreign merchants in China. 
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